FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GARDENING PRODUCTS REVIEW ANNOUNCES WINNERS FOR OUTSTANDING
GARDEN PRODUCT
Six Products Win Golden Shovel Awards
[TUSCON, AZ, January 22] - Each year, before the gardening season begins in earnest, the
Gardening Products Review announces winners of the Golden Shovel Award for outstanding
garden product.
To select winners of the Golden Shovel Awards, a panel of editors and product reviewers
evaluates all products reviewed that year by the Gardening Products Review. Evaluation criteria
include factors such as quality, ease of use, performance, innovation, usefulness, and assembly.
“With so many new garden products introduced each year, it’s difficult for consumers to know
what’s worth buying and what isn’t,” said Jack Hemingway, product director for the Gardening
Products Review. “These awards provide a simple way for them to find the best items for their
yard and garden.”
This year, four products received recognition with the Editor’s Choice award.
The Breez R2 Propane Tiller Cultivator from Ardisam’s Earthquake brand is incredibly
lightweight, quiet, easy to maneuver, and the world’s first propane-powered cultivator on the
market.
Redback’s 40V, 12” lithium ion chainsaw (model 106068) has all the necessary power to cut
through anything from small brush to 10.5” logs, making it comparable to a consumer-grade,
gasoline-powered chainsaw.
The AeroflexTM expanding hose from Bond Manufacturing is lightweight but very durable, and
stretches to a full-size 5/8 inch diameter and 50 feet in length.
Finally, the Scroll Trellis adjustable trellis allows you to easily grow vines up posts, poles and in
narrow spaces, solving a common problem for many gardeners.
The Readers’ Choice award was given to the two products receiving the most votes from readers
of the Gardening Products Review. This year’s winners were the Yard Force 120V RX LithiumIon Cordless Blower, a powerful blower that makes quick work of moving leaves and debris, and
the Stanley FATMAX Hybrid Forged Bypass Pruner which introduces some nice improvements
over the typical bypass pruner.
The Gardening Products Review (https://gardeningproductsreview.com) is an independent
publication that provides honest, objective and detailed reviews of items used in the garden.
Based in Tucson, AZ, the company has reviewers across the country who evaluate gardening
products against a stringent set of criteria. Product categories include hand and power tools, pots
and containers, watering and irrigation products, gloves and clothing, and other yard care
products. With over 650,000 readers annually, the Gardening Products Review informs the
buying decisions of gardeners across North America.
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